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Poznań boasts a centuries-long tradition of biculturalism in which Christians and Jews lived
side by side. Followers of Judaism first arrived
in the capital of the Wielkopolska Region before the city’s founding - they were present in
the courts of the local Piast dynasty rulers.
When the streets of medieval Poznań were
first staked out in the 13th century, Jews were
assigned to its northern section. Since that
time, the fate of the local community was
closely associated with that of the city. During
the centuries that followed, Poznań was home
to the largest and best-known Jewish community in all of Poland.
During the Partitions of Poland, Poznań was
long an essential hub of Jewish life in Prussia.
The local followers of Judaism bridged the
cultural gap between the Jews of the east and
west. They used the equal status granted to
them by the Prussian state to help develop
both Polish and German culture. Although over
time they were increasingly influenced by the
latter, they did not lose their own identity.
World War I disturbed Poznań’s prior social
order. Once Poland regained independence,
the city’s well-to-do Jewish community, which
largely emigrated to Germany, was replaced
by less affluent Jews from the Polish lands
formerly ruled by the Russians and Austrians.
The outbreak of World War II rudely and
abruptly interrupted the life of Poznań’s Jewish
community. The Holocaust tragedy devastated
the community, wiping out many traces of the
centuries-long Jewish presence in the city.
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the royal-imperial route
The Route symbol placed along its course helps ﬁnd
one’s bearings around the city.
tram line along the royal-imperial route
Trams are available that make it easy to move quickly
along the Royal-Imperial Route.
lifering
The information panels include a map and descriptions
of each part of the Royal-Imperial Route.
tourist information
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an account BY iBraHim iBn JacoB

In the mid-10 th century, the powerful Poznań settlement was one of the towns of the rapidly-growing Piast dynasty state. Among the oldest historical sources

2
Ibrahim ibn Jacob’s account includes insights into the way the
Slavs constructed their settlements. You can see the crosssection of the ramparts surrounding the settlement of Mieszko I
in the Genius Loci Archaeological Reserve.

on Poland is an account by Ibrahim ibn Jacob, a Jewish
merchant and traveller from the Spanish city of Tortosa. Ibrahim ibn Jacob described the largest Slavic state,
headed by a powerful “king of the north”, Mieszko I. Little is known about the first Jewish settlers in the state
of the Piasts. It is assumed they arrived from both the
west and the east. They were merchants who travelled
along trading routes; many fled persecution in other
parts of Europe. Neither group intended to make Poland
their permanent home.
2

JeWisH mints

As the Piast state developed, a growing number of reports
appeared on the Jewish presence within its territory.
Jews arrived in major settlements that lay along trading
routes and settled in the immediate vicinity of ducal residences. Their choice of Poland had to do with the gradual
Familiar with money-based
economies and market
mechanisms, Jews supported
the Duke to improve the
operation of the state
treasury.

spread of money exchange
systems in the country since
the mid-12th century. The
ruler of Wielkopolska at the
time, Mieszko III the Old, be3
gan minting coins in his dukedom bearing Hebrew-language inscriptions, which indicated a local presence of Jewish minters. One of the ducal
mints was most likely located in Poznań, in the vicinity of
the ducal palace.
3

STATUTE OF BOLESŁAW THE PIOUS

The legal status of Jewish settlers in Poland was laid
down in Wielkopolska’s 1264 Statute, published by
Duke Bolesław the Pious. The ruler modelled
his legislation on similar
documents issued by
foreign rulers – its provisions were based mainly
on Polish common law.
The Statute placed Jews
Bolesław the Pious was
buried in the Poznań
Cathedral.

4

under Ducal jurisdiction. It guaranteed them personal
freedom, protection of their property and freedom of
religion. It specifically governed the relations between
the followers of Judaism and the Christian citizens. It
was Poland’s first law to prohibit groundless accusations against Jews of ritual murders. The added significance of the privilege granted by Bolesław the Pious
lied in its being reaffirmed and even expanded by successive Polish monarchs.
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tHe former JeWisH District

In the 13th century, Poland began founding cities based on
the model of German town law. In 1253, the Wielkopolska dukes Przemysł I and Bolesław the Pious jointly established Poznań on the left bank of the Warta River. The city
was soon populated by settlers who, having been given special rights and obligations,
comprised a new social
The Jewish community
occupied the area
delimited by today’s
Żydowska, Szewska and
Mokra Streets in the north
of medieval Poznań.

5

stratum – burghers. These settlers included Jews who, as
subjects of the duke and followers of a different religion,
were not permitted to participate in public life in the city.
The Jews organised themselves into a distinct community,
whose members were primarily engaged in trade and handicrafts. According to records, Poznań’s first synagogue was
established in the late 14th century at the intersection of today’s Dominikańska and Szewska Streets. By the 15th century, the Jewish community featured a cemetery, a mikva and
a religion school.
5

tHe LegenD of tHe tHree Hosts – tHe
cHurcH of tHe HoLY BLooD of Jesus

Medieval Poland was not entirely safe for the Jews. As in
other parts of Europe, Jews were the targets of accusations,
which in some cases escalated into anti-Semitic pogroms. In
Poznań, charges against the followers of Judaism gave rise
to the legend of the desecration of the hosts. Multiple accounts agree that three hosts stolen from the Dominican
Church at Szewska Street were desecrated and then miracu-

Baroque polychromes in
the Church of the Holy
Blood of Jesus depict
scenes from the Poznań
legend of the three hosts.
6

lously discovered in the Warta River flood plains, where King
Władysław Jagiełło founded the Corpus Christi Church in
1406. During the years that followed, this sacrilege was
blamed on the Jews. The site of the alleged desecration is
currently occupied by the Church of the Holy Blood of Jesus. Contemporary studies show that the legend is a compilation of anti-Semitic stories told in various parts of Western

Europe. These were most likely brought to Poznań by the
Carmelites, who had charge of the Corpus Christi Church.
6

gasPar Da gama

Gaspar da Gama, a Jewish merchant and traveller
who spent many years in India, was born in Poznań in the
mid-15th century. In India in 1498 Gaspar da Gama came
across the famous Portuguese explorer Vasco da Gama.
After being first held and then released by the Portuguese, he joined their expedition. In Lisbon, he converted to Christianity. His godfather, Vasco da Gama, gave
Gaspar da Gama
served on many
Portuguese
expeditions as a
translator and expert
on Indian customs.
7

Gaspar his surname. Due to Gaspar’s intimate knowledge of India and outstanding navigation skills, he was
recruited to join Portuguese expeditions to Ceylon,
Java and Sumatra.
7

tHe goLem

The most famous of the legendary man-made creatures
referred to as golems was the Golem of Prague. Legends
attribute his creation to the early 17th -century Poznań
rabbi, scholar and mystic Judah Loew ben Bezalel, a.k.a.
Maharal. The rabbi is said to have used his magical and
esoteric powers to fashion the Golem out of clay to defend Jews against their enemies. Maharal was consid-

A contemporary
representation of the
legendary Golem is the
sculpture by the Czech
artist David Černy located
on Marcinkowskiego
Avenue.
8

ered to be one of the greatest Talmud scholars in the
history of Judaism. During his time, Poznań was a significant centre for Jewish philosophy. In 1597, Maharal became a rabbi in Prague, where he continued his studies
until his death in 1609.
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tHe great fire of 1803

With a great number of predominantly wooden buildings
crammed into a small area and a dense population, the
Jewish quarters were susceptible to fires, which broke
out repeatedly over the course of history. The most trag-

ic disaster of this kind took place in 1803. Having started
in the back yard of a Jewish house, the fire grew into an
inferno which rapidly consumed close to half the city.
The fire left some 600 Jews homeless. The majority of
them found shelter in the nearby district of Chwaliszewo, which was predominantly Polish. In view of the sheer
extent of the devastation, the Prussian authorities permitted the Jewish population to settle in other parts
of the city. Nevertheless,
a substantial number of
Jews chose to rebuild their
houses. These tragic events

The original Jewish quarter
was a maze of narrow but
picturesque nooks and
crannies.
9

are reflected in today’s shape of Żydowska Street, whose
original width has only been retained along a very short
section near the Old Market Square. The remainder of
the street is much wider, as it was redesigned after the
disaster.
9

tHe musZa HiLL cemeterY

In the 16th century, Poznań’s Jewish community concluded
a contract with the vicar of St. Martin Parish to lease the
so-called Musza Hill. In return for a fee, the community was
granted use of the land, on which it established a cemetery.
In the early 19th century,
the Prussian authorities
set out to expand the city.
A square (today’s Wolności Square) was staked out
on Musza Hill to serve as

The former Jewish
cemetery on Musza Hill
survived until 1804.
10

the centre of the new Prussian Poznań. At that time, the
old cemetery was shut down, and a new one established
along today’s Głogowska Street. The Prussian concept for
developing the former Musza Hill included one particularly
odd idea. It called for the construction of a synagogue with

a façade covered with skulls and crossbones dug out at the
nearby cemetery, which, as the project’s author believed,
would allow the symbolism of the edifice to extend beyond
religion and acquire a universal human dimension. Nevertheless, the idea was never implemented, as it contradicted the
principles of Judaism.
10 THE EMANCIPATION OF POZNAŃ JEWS
During the initial decades under Prussian rule, the Jews
of Poznań were completely excluded from public life. It
was only under a temporary law passed in 1833 that the
richest of them, as well as scholars and artists, were allowed to apply for naturalisation, and thereby enjoy selected civil rights. Until the mid-19 th century, the process
was fairly limited and the extent to which Poznań’s Jews
adopted German culture and language was insignificant.
During the Spring of Nations in 1848, members of the
local Jewish community supported the bid for independ-

The Polish National
Committee was
headquartered in Poznań’s
Bazar building.
11

ence of the Polish National Committee. The Committee
issued an appeal calling for full civil rights to be granted
to Jews. Yet the uprising took a bad turn and ultimately failed. During the years that followed, the Prussian
authorities formally granted equal rights to the Jewish
population. Afterwards, many Poznań Jews embraced
German culture, yet also continuing to maintain friendly
relations with the Poles.
11 raBBi aKiVa eger
In the first decades of the
19th century, Poznań’s Jewish
community was the second
largest in the Prussian state,
Akiva Eger left behind a
substantial intellectual legacy - to this day, his works are
studied by Jews who seek to
explore the intricacies of faith and law. To honour Akiva
Eger’s achievements, one of
the green squares in Poznań
is named after him.
12

only slightly smaller than its Wrocław counterpart. Its status was strengthened upon the assumption of the position
of head rabbi by Akiva Eger. Following this, Poznań’s Jewish
Talmud (Yeshiva) school became one of the largest and most
famous in Europe. Akiva Eger educated entire generations
of students who went on to lead Jewish communities in various parts of the Continent. Eger was a widely-esteemed
moral authority who acted for the good of the people in
both theory and practice.
12 former sYnagogues anD former

PLant of tHe s.B. LatZ founDation
Up until the early 20 th century, the religious life of
Poznań’s Jewish community centred around the area delimited by Żydowska, Mokra and Wroniecka Streets. The
area was the site of the oldest prayer houses, i.e. the
Old Synagogue (dating back to the early 16th century),
the New Synagogue (from the early 17th century) and the
Nehemiah Synagogue (from the 18th century). These synagogues were demolished in 1908 due
to their poor technical
condition. The sites
they occupied were
used to erect a home
for the old and decrepit, which had been
moved from its original
location at Wroniecka and Stawna Streets,
where it served as
13
a Jewish hospital. The
home was founded by
the Poznań merchant
Salomon
Beniamin
Latz, who donated
a substantial part of
his wealth to the poor
in 1829. This gave rise
to one of Poznań’s
most eminent Jewish
institutions.
14

Under a contract concluded in 1904 between Poznań’s Jewish
community and the S.B. Latz Foundation, the plot once occupied
by the old synagogues was used to erect a modern healthcare
institution and a home for the elderly and decrepit, complete
with a prayer room (bet ha-midrash).

13 former sYnagogues of tHe

communitY of BrotHers anD of tHe
association of suPPorters of cHaritY
Throughout the 19th century, Poznań’s Jewish community
grew more and more diverse. As its members gained legal
protection and acquired wealth, they increasingly engaged
in various forms of social and religious activity. A sign of the
local Jews embracing progressive ideas was the synagogue
of the Community of Brothers built in 1857 at the corner
of Dominikańska and Szewska Streets. The liturgy celebratBoth synagogues were
severely damaged
during World War II
and were subsequently
demolished.

ed in the synagogue re15
flected liberal trends in
Judaism, which were more influenced by German culture. As
a consequence, Poznań’s Jewish community split up into orthodox and reformed fractions. In 1884, the Association of
Supporters of Charity, an organisation dedicated to helping
the ill, erected a shrine next to the progressive synagogue.
14 tHe former Large sYnagogue
A new synagogue was built in 1907 at the initiative of
the Poznań orthodox community, headed by rabbi Wolf
Feilichenfeld. The building was constructed at the former
site of S.B. Latz hospital, which, in turn, had been moved
to the site of the demolished complex of the old synagogues at Żydowska Street. The new shrine was designed
by the German firm Cremer & Wolffenstein. The monumental Neo-Romanesque building featured numerous oriental details. The synagogue became a landmark on the
architectural landscape of the Old Town, bearing testimony to the aspirations of the
local Jewish community. The
synagogue had the capacity
to accommodate 1200 worshippers. Its richly decorated
interiors were funded by generous contributions from the
community’s members.
Local Jews referred to the
Large Synagogue as “red” for
the colour of its external redbrick walls.
16

15 JEWS IN POZNAŃ’S PUBLIC LIFE
After the rules for electing city councillors changed in the
mid-19 th century, only sufficiently rich citizens were allowed to run for office. For the Jewish population, which
strove to secure completely equal rights, a presence on
the city council provided not only prestige, but also hope
for a gradual lifting of the restrictions imposed upon it.

17

The old and new
town hall housed the
offices of the Senior
Mayor of Poznań, the
magistrate and the
town council. In 1918,
the council included
80 Jewish councillors,
representing such
prominent families
as the Jaffés, the
Kronthals and the
Jaretzkis.

Together with German and Polish councillors, the Jews built
a modern Poznań with paved
streets, tram lines, gas lighting, electricity and a sewage
system. Their active involvement in public life was embodied by the Jewish Senior Mayor of Poznań Richard Witting. During his term of office in the early 20 th century, the
city experienced a period of remarkable growth.
16 DePartment stores
In the 19th century, Poznań’s Jews solidified their position
within the city’s economy. In particular, they spearheaded
the transformations that took place in local trade. Many significant merchant families, including the Kantorowiczes, the
Goldbergs and the Ephraims, made their names in history.
They can be credited for bringing the first modern department stores to Poznań, thus revolutionising local commerce.
In the late 19th century, the majority of the townhouses surrounding the Old Market Square were owned by Jewish families and entrepreneurs. It was in one of these buildings that
Jewish department
stores offered a wide
selection of goods –
this allowed them to
operate efficiently and
generate a hefty profit
for their proprietors.

in 1901 Rudolf Petersdorff opened the largest
department store in the 18
eastern provinces of the
German state. This “Paris-style” establishment offered clothing and footwear. At the peak of its development, the store
employed over 400 personnel, most of whom were Polish.

17 antiQuarians anD BooKseLLers
It is difficult to overestimate the role played by Jews in newspaper and book publishing. In this way, they helped support
Polish culture. A townhouse on the Old Market Square
housed the bookshop of Juliusz Adolf Munk, who printed,
among others, works by Adam Mickiewicz and published one
of Poznań’s first literary monthlies. Located nearby was Józef
Jolowicz’s famous bookshop, which traded in used scientific
books. Its owner was a renowned expert on Polish antique
prints. He was the first to compile a comprehensive inventory
of the precious holdings of the Poznań magistrate. A major
contribution to Polish culture was also made by the printing house of Ludwik Merzbach. His establishment published
works by Polish authors, as well as periodicals and calendars.
Ludwik Merzbach’s

19

Józef Jolowicz’s
bookshop for used
books was located
in the former
Weighhouse in the
Old Market Square.

efforts to promote Polish culture frequently got him into trouble with the Prussian authorities, who harassed him in numerous ways.
18 HARTWIG KANTOROWICZ’S FACTORY
Poznań’s Jews owned a number of factories, which
ranked among the most modern and profitable industrial plants, not only in Poznań, but also throughout
Wielkopolska. The products they made had an excellent
reputation, and were purchased by buyers from many
European countries. Some of them gained worldwide
recognition. These plants included the famous Hartwig
Kantorowicz Vodka and Liqueur Factory, whose products were exported to China, Brazil, South Africa and

20
The factory was owned by the famous Kantorowicz family,
who subscribed to the principle of doing “everything through
our own devices”, as displayed over the entrance to one of
their company’s plants.

beyond. Traces of its former glory can be found at
today’s Grochowe Łąki Street, were the offices, production facilities and the magnificent townhouse of its
owners were located.
19 scHoLars anD researcHers
In traditional Judaism, the pursuit of knowledge and
spiritual development formed an integral part of daily
life. The social and cultural changes which took place in
19th-century Poznań had their impact on the local Jewish
population. A number of Jews living at the time chose to put
scientific knowledge before religious scripts. They embraced the cultural and academic milieu in their immediate
surroundings, which was mainly German and occasionally
Polish. The Jewish
intellectuals of the
time included the
famous doctor and
biologist Robert Remak. Born in a house
at 23 Lutego Street,
Remak
graduated
from St. Mary Mag21
dalene High School
For a number of years, the Poznań archive in the nearby
Przemysł Hill castle served as a work place for the historian
and archivist Adolf Warschauer. Warschauer researched the
history of Poznań and Wielkopolska and published a number of
outstanding works on the subject.

and enrolled in a programme at a Berlin university where,
years later, he became professor. He is credited for having
created the modern science of embryology and discovered,
among other things, that all cells originate from other cells.
During the Spring of Nations, he actively defended the
rights of Poles in the Prussian state.
20 Patrons anD PHiLantHroPists

Although slightly
modified, the Kronthal
Fountain continues to
offer respite from the
hustle and bustle of
the city.
22

At the turn of the 20 th century, many members of affluent
Jewish families became actively involved in local politics
and held prominent positions in the magistrate. This al-
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Established in the late
19th century, the Cosmos
Lounge operated in a
nearby townhouse at Aleje
Marcinkowskiego 27. The
majority of its members
were affluent Jews. The
organisation engaged
chiefly in charitable work.
23

eniawskiego
Wi

lowed them to influence the city’s cultural life. One such
family was the Kronthals, whose ties Most
to Poznań went back
Teatralny
for generations. Their interests and
public contributions
Fred
ry culture.
were associated predominantly with German
Fredry
Seeking to gain prestige and reaffirm their equality with
the Christians around them, they became patrons of the
fine arts. Gustav Kronthal, a renowned Poznań merchant
Plac
Mickiewicza which
and social activist, established a local foundation
raised funds for the purchases of works of art for the Museum of Emperor Frederick III (today’s National Museum).
Kronthal also funded the frog fountain prominently located at today’s Aleje Marcinkowskiego.
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21 BeLLacHini, tHe iLLusionist

Samuel Berlach, one of Europe’s most eminent
w
ńcókich
late-19 th-century magicians, was associated withstaPoznań
owkopols
P
for many years. Berlach came from a Jewish family
which
iel
W

While in Poznań,
Bellachini would
stay at a flat at
Fryderykowska
Street (today’s 23
Lutego Street)
24

brought him to the capital of Wielkopolska during his
childhood. In his youth, he emigrated to America, where
he lived briefly. Subsequently, by chance, he happened
to arrive in Portugal, where he joined a Gypsy caravan.
There, he learned many magic tricks, which he performed
in fairs, coffee houses and theatres on his return to Germany. In time, he assumed the stage name Bellachini. One
of his performances was attended by the Prussian King
Wilhelm I, who took part in a trick involving a pen which
would only work on Bellachini’s command. The magician
handed the monarch a sheet of paper and the pen, asking
him to write: “Bellachini is the Court Conjurer”. Ever since
that time, the slogan was used to advertise the illusionist’s
performances, some of which were held in Poznań.
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22 THE COMMUNITY’S ADMINISTRATIVE

HeaDQuarters
The Jewish community’s board building was erected in the
early 20th century. During the interwar period, the edifice
housed a library, a religious school, the offices of various
Jewish organisations and living quarters. As a result of
a massive exodus of Jews to Germany after World War I,

G

This historic building
currently houses the
offices of Poznań’s Jewish
community. A small
container with a piece of
parchment inscribed with
verses from the Torah,
referred to as a mezuzah,
can be found to the right
of its front door.
25

the number of Jews in Poznań dwindled significantly. The
community board building, synagogues and other edifices
around Poznań associated with Jews were reduced to mere
reminders of past glory. In the 1930s, the religious and
ethnic backgrounds of Poznań’s residents became nearly
homogenous. At the time, Poland experienced a growing
economic crisis. Certain disgruntled groups of residents
turned against ethnic minorities. Growing dissatisfaction in
Poznań became particularly evident at the university, which
witnessed a number of anti-Semitic incidents. Despite deteriorating living conditions, Jews continued to make an effort to pursue social, economic and cultural initiatives. They
also published their own newspapers.
23 LiLLi PaLmer
Lilli Marie Peiser, later known by her stage name “Palmer”, was born in Poznań in 1914. She was the daughter
of the theatre actress Rose Lissmann and Alfred Peiser,
head physician at the hospital for the local Jewish
community. Upon the conclusion of World War I, the
Peisers, along with many
other Poznań Jews, moved

Lilli Palmer spent the
early years of her life in a
townhouse at today’s Fredry
Street.
26

to Berlin. There, Lilli Palmer attended a drama school.
Once the Nazis assumed power in Germany, repressions
began against actors of Jewish origin. This prompted Lilli Palmer to emigrate to France and then the UK, where
she appeared in e.g. movies by Alfred Hitchcock. After
World War II, she moved to the United States. She took
part in many movie productions now considered to be

classics of American cinematography. She also won the
Golden Globe Award for her performance in “But Not for
Me”. She was successful both on Broadway in New York
City and in post-war Europe. Lilli Palmer died in 1986.
Her name is permanently inscribed in the history of world
movie-making and theatre.
24 tHe Desecration of tHe sYnagogue
The outbreak of World War II proved to be a tragic turning point for Poznań’s residents. For the majority of the
local Jews, the arrival of German troops in September
1939 was a beginning of a string of disasters ranging from
seizures of property, and forced displacements, to slave
labour, transports to death
camps, and mass extermination. Only a few dozen
members survived the war.
To eradicate all traces of the
Jewish presence in Poznań,

Desecrated and defaced, the
Poznań synagogue building
never regained its original
religious function.
27

the Germans systematically destroyed synagogues,
cemeteries and other Jewish cultural facilities. The last
mass in Poznań’s Large Synagogue was celebrated on 9
September 1939. After a symbolic crossing of the city by
German troops and members of the Nazi party, the star
of David was removed from the synagogue’s dome on
15 April 1940. The building was turned into a swimming
pool for Wehrmacht soldiers. Its interior was completely
destroyed, its architecture made plainer, and its domes
dismantled. The former synagogue has remained in this
form to the present day, bearing testimony to the tragedy which befell Poznań’s Jews in the 20 th century.
25 HIMMLER’S SPEECHES
During the German occupation, Poznań was the capital
of Warta Country, a district purported to be a “model
province” of the Third Reich. The Nazi authorities handled Poles, Christians and Jews mainly by means of
terror and forced deportations. In early October 1943,
Poznań was visited by Reichsführer SS and the chief of
the secret police Heinrich Himmler. During two meetings
with commanders from the SS and the NSDAP, Himmler
delivered secret speeches on the situation in the German-controlled east of Europe. Addressing his trusted

Both Himmler speeches
were most likely delivered
from the former golden
room located on the
second floor of the Poznań
Town Hall.

associates and subordinates, Himmler expressly
admitted the mass extermination of Jews. The
28
Poznań speeches are
among the key pieces of historical proof of the fact that
the Holocaust was part of a deliberate policy pursued by
Nazi Germany. They were admitted as evidence in the
Nuremberg trials.
26 forceD LaBour camPs for tHe JeWs
As the Germans carried out their plan to obliterate
the Jewish population, Poznań became one big labour
camp between 1940 and 1943. The free labour force
was to help rebuild the Warta Country in keeping with
Nazi ideas. Dozens of camps and subcamps designed
to contain Jewish prisoners were set up in and around
Poznań. The local Polish
population risked their
lives trying to save the
prisoners by delivering
medications, food and
warm clothing to them.
A central role in the camp
As stated in Polish and
Yiddish inscriptions,
a monument
commemorating the
victims of the Nazi labour
camp for Jews in the
Municipal Stadium was
unveiled in 1983.
29

system was played by a facility set up in May 1941 in the
Municipal Stadium at Dolna Wilda Street. The stadium
camp held ca. 1000 prisoners, who were exploited by
private German companies. Plagued by disease and famine, the camp became a place of horror. The Germans
also used the stadium for public executions, more than
one hundred of which were performed before the camp
was shut down in August 1943.

tourist information
centre
Stary Rynek 59/60
Oct. - Apr.: Mon.-Fri. 10am-6pm,
Sat.-Sun. 10am-5pm;
May - Sept.: Mon.-Fri. 10am-8pm,
Sat.-Sun. 10am-6pm;
ph. +48 61 852 61 56
www.poznan.pl/cim

MIASTECZKO POZNAŃ.
JOURNAL OF SOCIETY
AND CULTURE
www.miasteczkopoznan.pl
VIRTUAL SHTETL
www.sztetl.org.pl/pl/city/poznan

JEWISH COMMUNITY
OF POZNAŃ
ul. Stawna 10
www.poznan.jewish.org.pl

With us, you are certain to reach your destination!
Set out on a trail to the most fascinating parts of Poznań.
To help you along the way, we have prepared a series of folders,
a website and a guidebook.
.................................................

Start your walking tour along the Royal-Imperial Route at Porta
Posnania. This is Poland’s first heritage interpretation centre
and a perfect gateway into Poznań’s past.
www.bramapoznania.pl
.................................................
Short of time? Take advantage of our main routes
(Cathedral Island, Old Town and City Centre).
.................................................
Have the stories you have heard sparked your interest?
Go on an extra tour on our secondary (Śródka / Chwaliszewo,
St. Adalbert Hill / Piaski / Grobla, city center routes) or thematic
routes.
.................................................
You can find all information on our mobile-friendly website
at www.trakt.poznan.pl.
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Follow the route treaded by forty generations of
Poznań inhabitants. You will reach locations which
tell astonishing stories. You will encounter historic
sites and ﬁgures that have witnessed the city’s history.
You will learn about the lives of people whose
ambitions, dreams and needs drove them to make
Poznań what it is today. How did they manage
to achieve such goals?
History shows us that to act is human nature.
People constantly change themselves and the world
around them. They set and pursue new goals. This is
the only way to progress and reach for the crown.

